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Worldwide something weird is happening to frogs.  Skinny or fat, smelly or poisonous, there are 

many kinds of frogs. Scientists are constantly finding new species, or kinds. And they're finding the 
amphibians all over the world. 

Here are a few examples. Recently, tiny frogs, the size of a dime, were discovered under old 
leaves in Cuba. Parachuting frogs were spotted on Sumatra and Java. See-through "glass" frogs were 
found in Guyana. In Venezuela a frog that lets off a horrible smell when threatened was spotted. 

You might think finding new frog species is good news. But not all frog news is rosy. Many frogs 
are hopping into very big problems.  If you look around some ponds and creeks, you might find that 
something is missing—frogs. Scientists have noticed the same thing. In many parts of the world, fewer 
frogs are hopping around than there used to be. Frogs are even vanishing from our country. 

One lost species is the gastric brooding frog in Australia. It had a special way of protecting its 
young. The mother frog kept her tadpoles in her stomach until they turned into baby frogs. Scientists 
now say the frog is extinct. 

Many of the remaining frogs look odd. Some of them don't live very long.  Why are frogs dying 
out? No one knows for sure. Scientists say there may be many reasons. Let's look at some of them. 
WET AND WILD 

Frogs are found on every continent except Antarctica. Some live in cities, deserts, mountains, or 
grasslands. But most frogs prefer wet areas. The wetter, the better. They really like ponds, marshes, 
and rain forests. 

Frogs like wet areas for many reasons. They lay their eggs in water. They find their favorite 
meals—flies, snails, worms, and other tasty treats—there as well. They also find protection in water. A 
frog can hide from birds and other predators by darting under a nearby leaf or swimming underwater. 

Some frogs are having a hard time finding soggy homes. Frog habitats are drying up. There are 
fewer wetlands today. Worldwide, people are draining ponds and marshes. They're building houses and 
businesses in those areas. As the new structures go up, frogs lose their old soggy homes. 

Habitat loss isn't the only problem frogs face. Some experts say more animals are preying on the 
amphibians than ever before. In Australia, for example, people have stocked ponds with fish. Some of 
those fish like to eat frogs' eggs. As predators increase, frogs decrease. 
CHEMICAL CONCERNS 

Another problem that worries scientists is the use of some chemicals. These can harm frogs.  
Rain can wash the chemicals into ponds. The chemicals not only pollute the water but seep into frogs' 
skin. After the chemicals enter a frog's body, they can cause big problems.  Some of the chemicals make 
tadpoles and young frogs eat less and swim more slowly. Other chemicals can change the way male frogs 
look and act. Some of the affected frogs produce fewer tadpoles, which means there are fewer frogs. 
MANY MUTANTS 

Something even freakier is happening to frogs. Many are mutating, or changing. The first mutant 
frogs were discovered nearly 60 years ago. Then there were only a few mutant frogs. Now there are lots 
of them. 

Deformed frogs have been found in 38 U.S. states and in many other countries. Nearly half the 
frogs in many areas are deformed in some way. The deformities aren't good for frogs.  Many of the 



frogs have no legs. Others have too many legs. Some have legs growing from strange places—even their 
stomachs. Most deformed frogs do not live as long as normal frogs. What's causing the changes? 
RAYS FROM SPACE 

So far scientists don't know what is causing the problems. They point to many possibilities. 
Pollution, diseases, and even ultraviolet (UV) light might cause the freaky features.  UV light can harm 
your skin. It can give you a sunburn and cause skin cancer. That's why it is important to wear sunblock 
whenever you go outside.  The dangerous rays are even more harmful to frogs. They can pass through 
frog eggs. That might harm the eggs. The damaged eggs could produce mutant frogs. 

UV light is a bigger problem than it used to be. Normally a layer of Earth's air blocks most UV 
light. It's called the ozone layer. But a kind of pollution has damaged the layer. Now more UV light 
reaches Earth's surface. 

Luckily the chemicals that damaged the ozone layer are no longer made. Scientists say the layer 
should slowly fix itself. But that will take many years. Once the hole is gone, UV light will not be as big a 
problem as it is today. 
DEADLY DISEASE 
A disease might also cause the mutations. The disease is carried and spread by a tiny worm.  The worm is 
a parasite, a plant or animal that lives off of other creatures. If a worm enters a frog's body, it can give 
the disease to the frog. The disease causes extra or missing limbs in the frog's young.  The disease-
carrying worm seems to be spreading. As the worm moves into new lakes and ponds, it brings the disease 
with it. That means more frogs can catch it. 

Frogs are not the only creatures that can catch the disease. Some other amphibians, including 
toads and salamanders, can get it as well. 
THE FUTURE OF FROGS 

Dying and mutating frogs may seem like a small problem. Think again. Scientists say that 
something much bigger is going on. Whatever is affecting frogs might one day affect other animals—and 
people—as well.  Disappearing frogs could also mean we will have fewer medicines in the future. Many 
frogs make poisons, or toxins. Scientists use those toxins to make medicines. One frog toxin is being 
used to make painkillers.  But there is hope for frogs. Scientists have cleaned ponds where frogs used to 
live. And the frogs returned! 

Scientists aren't the only folks who can help frogs. You can too. What can you do?  Pull weeds out 
by hand instead of using spray. Avoid using fertilizers near streams or ponds. Keep your pets away from 
frogs.  Your work might even help other animals and people stay healthy too. 


